x k e R can we conclude that R must be rather special or must satisfy s fc ? We shall start by reproving Herstein's theorem for the case char R ^ 2. Our proof, while similar in flavor to the original proof, is simpler and makes it clear that we can hardly hope for an affirmative answer to the question. We proceed then to construct several examples to demonstrate that the answer to Herstein's question, and to some possible weaker version of it, is negative.
THEOREM. Let Rbe a prime ring, d^O a derivation ofR such that d(x) d(y) = d(y) d(x) for all x,yeR. Then, if char r^2,R is commutative, and if char R = 2, R is commutative or an order in a simple algebra which is 4-dimensional over its center.
In the same paper Herstein asks whether the natural generalization of this theorem holds, namely: QUESTION ? We shall start by reproving Herstein's theorem for the case char R ^ 2. Our proof, while similar in flavor to the original proof, is simpler and makes it clear that we can hardly hope for an affirmative answer to the question. We proceed then to construct several examples to demonstrate that the answer to Herstein's question, and to some possible weaker version of it, is negative. One sees from this proof the difficulty of generalizing the result to higher degrees of commutativity; the fact that a ring A is generated by elements satisfying S k [ ] does not guarantee that the ring will satisfy
(There is still another technical difficulty in trying to generalize this proof. The fact that a prime ring JR has a one sided ideal satisfying an identity does not imply that R satisfies an identity-see [1] . This could be overcome rather easily by assuming d 3 ^ 0 and using Theorem 1 of [2] and Theorem 1 of [1] .)
3. Question A, as phrased is of course quite vague. But unless one is ready to admit some very "nice" rings as exceptions, we have a negative answer in the following easy example. EXAMPLE 1. Let F be any field, R =M n (F) (n >2) the ring of n x n matrices over F, {e tj | 1 < i, j < n} the standard matrix units of R and d the inner derivation of R induced by e ll9 i.e.
aeR.
An easy computation will show that
, a] \ ae jR} = Span F {e u , e u | 2<i,/<n}.
By well known properties of the standard identity this
At this stage, one naturally tries for the less restrictive and more difficult question: QUESTION B. Let /(x l5 ..., x k ) be some non zero polynomial in noncommuting variables x l5 ..., x k . Let d^O be a derivation of a prime ring .R such that fidix^),..., d(x k )) = 0 for all x l5 ..., x k e R. Does JR satisfy a polynomial identity?
Our next example shows that the answer to question B is still negative, even when / is a standard polynomial. To construct it, we shall carry over the idea of example 1 to the infinite dimensional case. EXAMPLE 2. Let F be any field, F V a vector space with a denumerable basis {v t | i = 1, 2,...}. Let JR =Hom F (V, V), R is a primitive (hence prime) ring which satisfies no polynomial identities. Denote by e xl the transformation in JR defined by eiiVi=Si i v 1 and let d be the inner derivation of JR defined by e xl . We shall proceed via several claims to establish that (R, d) provides the desired example. As before,
Proof. Note first that for any veV e 11 v=kv 1 . 
We shall now examine the action of the product A 1 ,..., A 2p on v 1 . We leave it to the reader to check that there is a one to one correspondence between I 00 and I X1 given by and between I 10 and loi given by
(To varify the second assertion, note that if (i, j) e I 10 then i and j cannot be consecutive integers!)
It follows now that I has even cardinality and so T is an even permutation CLAIM 4. If r e H then a x = a T .
Proof. Since r(2k -1) = r(2fc) -1 we have
«T -ax Wn(T(2p)) a l a n(r(2p-2) <*1 a n(r(2))-Now, since r interchanges even digits, clearly a T is a product of all terms of the form a\ k and a^i) f°r a^ l=^fc, / -P-These are, in a different order, exactly the factors of a ± -hence our claim. Let now TT e S 2p be any permutation, and denote
Define fi^eF by using the b"-s, in the same way the a^ were defined using the a^-s. As before,
On the other hand,
B or(i). . . JB O-(2P) UI = A -(i). . . A W(2p) t; 1 = M ! .
We conclude therefore that ft, = a^ for all a e S 2p . Claim 4 applied to the |3-s gives 0i = ft. for all TGH. Combining these two equalities we get We are now ready to prove our main result which will establish (R, d) as a counterexample to Question B. A double application of "Laplace's expansion" to the standard polynomial S 4p+1 [x 1 ,..., x 4p+1 ] will show that it can be written as a sum of the form
and so, in order to prove our theorem, it is enough to show that the polynomial In order to show that A = 0, it is enough, since R acts faithfully on V, to show that AV = 0 and in particular that Av t = 0 for all i. 
